GEOLOGICAL ABSTRACT OF MINING PROPERTIES

DISTRICT: SANTA FE 4900182

NAME: GUARDIAN
OWNER: P. W. Lewis
STATE: NEVADA
COUNTY: MINERAL
TOWNSHIP: SN
RANGE: 35E
NEAREST TOWN: Luning
ROAD: US 95
NUMBER OF CLAIMS: PATENTED

GEOLGIC and/or MINING
PUBLICATIONS:

DATE: OPERATOR: SCALE: PRODUCTION: GRADE: NATURE: GRADE:

GEOLGICAL SETTING:
Regional Description, host rocks: Is intruded by QMP

- Intrusive rocks related to the ore: QMP
- Alterations: Tactite (little noted in intrusive)

Mineralizations:

Hypogene: Supergene:

Evaluation:

Favorable Elements:

Unfavorable Elements:

LEGAL STATUS

Land Status:

Extensions and neighbors:

Type of Agreement requested:

Option: End Price:

EVALUATION OF SUBJECT

Size of Subject

Tonnage Grade

Probability of discovery

Remarks:

Should be studied in conjunction with GABBS VALLEY RANGE Study.